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a Mard (woman)
meat (the vagina)
meat-show
middle (e.g. penis)
the nissus
moll
moll

a mose (diminutive, nld deny)
muff (mule)
a muffen (girl) a muffen (breast adder)
maggie, mushing, musling
nautch (Jim Nou)

nice little piece of fruitline

a niftie
nookie (can mean a pit)
notch (nautch)

gel one's oil changed
old lady (woman)
a meet (one man woman)
complex
a paif
pancake
patootie
(a pastry)
pelican (prostitute)
Pig (esp. student)
pig meal (Mex. but with mold prawns)
poon tang
a po (unappealing, unkempt)
puka
pushme
pussy
queen (apricot)
quiff
quim
quangle (grave cut in stone, a rap a ship of fur)
red hok manana, pretty, lively, sexy & affectionate, female sweetheart
a rib (Adams's) a nb-joint